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Green finance 
The green bond market is worth $100bn, but $1trn 
is needed to fund the low-energy transition by 
2020. This briefing from Ethical Corporation 
explains: 
• What needs to be done to take green finance 

mainstream 
• How fintech is financing the Sustainable 

Development Goals 
• Turning risk into climate rewards for developing 

countries 
• Innovating for impact – green finance disruptors 
• How forests limit climate change and the lack of 

current funding to end deforestation 
 

Case study 
This case study was a prizewinner in oikos’s 2017 
case writing competition 
Bridge International Academy, the world’s largest 
and fastest growing private school chain, is known 
for its innovative “Academy-in-a-Box” model, a 
scalable and easily replicable model that offers low 
cost unique solutions for quality education to 
children at the bottom of the pyramid.  
The founders were on track to achieve their goal of 
enrolling 10 million poor students by 2025, but 
faced resistance from teachers’ associations, 
which felt that encouraging Bridge would lead to 
privatization and commercialization of education. 
Governments also brought in legislations that 
increased costs and stalled scalability. The case has 
decision points and ramifications for social 
entrepreneurs who have built or are building a 
sustainable business model. 
Target Audience: MBA or undergrads 
Appropriate courses: Sustainable Finance, 
Strategic Management, Finance, Business 
Sustainability, Business & Society, Environmental 
Entrepreneurship 

Citizen-inspired transformation 
Your smart city idea could be worth $15,000! 
Smart South Island and the South Island 
Prosperity Project will be at UVic next Thursday, 
January 18 to host an information session about 
the upcoming open innovation challenge. If you 
have an idea for a “smart” project that will 
improve livability for local residents, please 
come along to learn more about participating!  
At: Coast Capital Savings Innovation Centre, 
Sedgewick A142 
On: Thursday, January 18, 5-6 PM 
 

Knowledge: eat it up! 
Environmental management of confectionery 
products: Life cycle impacts and improvement 
strategies 
In the Journal of Cleaner Production now, this 
open-access article is the first environmental 
life cycle analysis for five different products. 
 

New Initiatives, Innovations to Give Aviation 
Biofuels a Big Push 

Air transport represents two to three per cent 
of global human-caused CO2 emissions and 
sustainable aviation biofuel has been identified 
as one of the most promising ways to meet the 
ambitious targets of stabilizing emissions 
generated by global air transport as soon as 
2020. This Sustainable Brands article describes a 
new initiative in France and a breakthrough 
discovery in Germany that might help move 
biofuels toward commercialization and scale. 
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